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Abstract
Thee emergence off financially and
d environmentaally conscious manufacturing
m
h resulted in a need for efficiient process plaanning in today’’s
has
man
nufacturing sysstem. Process planning based on
o nominal macchine tool speciifications, limits predictive cappabilities with rregard to the finnal
parrt quality. Moree efficient proceess plans can bee achieved oncee an accurate maachine tool capability profile has
h been definedd. Machine tool
cap
pability profiles deliver up-to-ddate resource atttributes such ass availability, health
h
and appliccability into thee process-plannning stage. A
man
nufacturing resource’s health degrades
d
continnuously through
hout its life cyccle due to enviro
onmental factorrs, part wear, opperator competeence,
etc. Identifying annd compensatingg for these factoors during proccess planning may
m alleviate maaterial wastage and
a machining estimate produuction
me and cost via decision-makin
d
ng mechanisms. In this paper, the
t STEP-NC Standard
S
is usedd to represent a model of machhining resourcess,
tim
including worktabble, spindle and tool status duriing a machine tool’s
t
operationnal lifespan. A prototype
p
of maachine tool capaability profile en
nabled
pro
ocess planning ssystem is then presented
p
and teested to highlighht the advantagges of this approoach.
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1. Introduction
I
Process plannning for metal cutting iss among the most
kno
owledge-intennsive activitiies due to information flow
bettween manufaacturing resouurces [1]. Siggnificant effoort has
beeen put into to the auttomation of CAD/CAPP//CAM
pro
ocesses, faciilitated throu
ugh the appplication off new
tecchnologies succh as featuree-based technnologies [2], neural
nettworks [3], geenetic algorithhms [4], etc. However,
H
therre is a
lacck of smoothh information flow between these proocesses
sin
nce there is limited infformation about manufaccturing
ressource status. Finding soluttion for this gap
g needs a reeliable
and
d accurate reealisation of CNC machinne specificatioons as
weell as final pproduct requiirements. Furrthermore, A CNC
maachine may faail to work on
n its best abiility due to thhermal
varriations, spinddle vibrationss, tool wearss and servo errors.
Execution of pprocess plans generated without
w
considering
gradation maay produce out
o of
maanufacturing rresources deg

toleerance parts.. Comparing
g actual maachining capability
agaainst product specificationns such as feaature tolerancce and
surrface roughness is an essenntial enabler to produce reeliable
proocess plans. Machining capability profile (MCP
P) has
em
merged as a result of the
t
need foor identifying
g and
com
mpensating th
hose errors cauused during machining
m
proccesses.
A capability profile is defined as a reepresentation of the
cappabilities that a specific machine tool willl be able to prrovide
in a specific tim
me on a speccific product [5]. Based on
o the
formation witthin this proofile, a manuufacturing deecision
info
maaking process can ensure the appropriatenness and the quality
q
of process
p
plans. Recent deveelopment on STEP-NC
S
Stan
ndards
[6] supported CA
APP systems by
b bringing thhe ability of process
a resources defined withhin the
plaanning based on features and
STEP-NC codes. STEP-NC has been sselected due to its
mplicity in handling
h
sem
mantic terms in machinee tool
sim
moodelling, and
d its promising potentiall for representing
maanufacturing resources.
r
Integrating STE
EP-NC technoologies
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with manufacturing capability profiles enables SMEs to use
from their current resources efficiently whilst minimizing the
time and cost of their manufactured parts. Using from all
potentials of old CNC machines bring significant reduction on
the waste generated during manufacturing operations.
Cyber-physical systems are integration of computation
physical processes. Embedded computers and networks
monitor and control the physical processes thorough several
networks including the internet, usually with feedback loops
where physical processes affect computation and vise versa
[7]. Cyber-physical system design has been used to
demonstrate the dynamics of capturing manufacturing
capabilities through proposed framework.
The aim of this research is to develop a framework for
capturing manufacturing capability profile to ease
transformation from design to production considering product
specifications. Benefits of having such a system are as
follows:
• Automating CAD/CAPP/CAM/CNC chain, and shifting
toward CAD/MCP-CAPP/CNC
• Efficient use of current manufacturing resources
• Reduce wastes from intolerance and defective parts
In this paper, machining capability profile design processes
have been discussed, and incorporated with STEP-NC
platform. An example shows the simplified function of
machining capability profile has been presented at the end.
2. Current process planning challenges
Process planning in metal cutting is the consolidation of
activities that seek to define necessary steps to change the
shape of raw material to the desired product [8]. The activities
range from the selection of technologies and
manufacturability analysis at the high level to sequencing
operations and generating numerical control codes at the low
level. Significant research has been done to reduce the
reliance of process planning on human process planners or
computer-aided systems. However, process planning relies
heavily on the availability of production resource information,
which is neither clear for human process planners nor
computer-aided systems.
2.1. Transfer of knowledge and information
Process planning is considered to be a labour-intensive,
time consuming and tedious activity [1]. Human planners
utilize their knowledge of technological capability of various
types of machines while computer-aided systems rely on
resource models. CAM systems require users to select a
machine type before generating tool paths and post-processors
relay on internal models of machine to achieve their purpose.
Although, significant efforts have been dedicated to smoothen
information flow between CAD/CAPP/CAM processes,
however, there is no feasible off-the-shelf solution can yet be
implemented effectively in industry. Emergence of STEP-NC
Standard brings the possibility of generating process plans
based on given tolerances, working steps and cutting tools.

STEP-NC aims to automate the CAD/CAPP/CAM processes;
However, There is no consideration of manufacturing
resource capability to generate STEP-NC codes yet.
Therefore, process plans generate based on STEP-NC may
result in out of tolerance parts at the end.
Large companies have to be able to assess their machining
capabilities across various CNC machines to ensure that their
finished parts are in tolerance during machine’s life. In order
to compile an overview of an SMEs manufacturing capability,
the only approach that is currently available is to manually
assess individual machines and combine them using tools
such as spreadsheets to form the overall capability profile of
the company [9]. Also, large amount of information would be
lost, if the acknowledged person left company. Compiling a
joint capability profile with a number of companies can
become exceedingly time consuming and thus dynamic
formation of virtual enterprise is currently done without a full
assessment of the joint capability. The manufacturing
capability profile system should capture and store the
technical machining capability for each CNC in a company.
The system should also be able to combine the captured
information from the machines to compile the overall
manufacturing capability of large companies. Furthermore,
machining capability profile system should be able to
communicate with other systems installed in other places to
combine the capability of several companies and provide this
information to the companies in order to assess the capability
resulting from the formation of dynamic virtual enterprises
comprised of several SMEs. This information can then be
used to approach clients with jobs bigger than the capability
of any single SME.
2.2. Capturing capability profiles of manufacturing resources
During production, the conditions of all manufacturing
resources degrade with usage and age, and process plans
generated based on those resources are not feasible anymore
[10]. For instance, a 3-axis milling machine may have 21
internal errors. Therefore, advance prediction methods need to
be developed in order to detect manufacturing resource
degradation and performance loss before process planning.
It is prerequisite for the capability profile data model, to
has manufacturing resource data model that can represent
CNC machining system resource individually [11].
Information required by resource models has been classified
as categories, attributes and relationships for development a
common representation of manufacturing resource elements
[12]. LOOM [13] and OOMRM [14] languages have been
utilised to capture the manufacturing capabilities, but use of
them remained controversial due to difficulties in handling
semantic terms in machine tool modelling. Also, neither of
these reflect the actual capability of the machining resources
to perform the required machining tasks without failure.
3. Capturing dynamic data from manufacturing resources
Ensuring competence and capability of a company needs to
assess various machines existed in a company. Increasing
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com
mplex geomeetry and tight tolerance lim
mit the selectiion of
app
propriate machhine tools, and only few machines are caapable
to meet those reequirements. Fig.
F 1. shows the cyber-phhysical
mework for caapturing mach
hining
arcchitecture of pproposed fram
cap
pability profilee.

Also, constraaints associatted with macchining param
meters
havve to be conssidered beforee generating process
p
planss. The
loggical selectio
on of approppriate toolingg and machhining
straategies is an essential enab
bler when dettermining thee most
effe
fective plan wiith respect to the
t available resources.
r
4. Process
P
plann
ning supporteed by capabillity profiles
4.11. Machining capability
c
prof
ofile elements

Fig. 1. Cyyber-physical archhitecture of propoosed software.

3.1
1. STEP-NC reesource data models
m
Recently devveloped ISO 14649 seriees [6], whichh use
EX
XPRESS languuage [15] to define
d
entitiess in object-oriiented
maanner has beenn emerged as a result of Inteernational effoorts to
delliver a comprrehensive dataa model for machine
m
toolss. ISO
146
649 part 2001 [16] has been selected for mach
hining
cap
pability profille developmen
nt due to its promising
p
pottential
forr representinng manufactturing resouurces capabiilities.
Maachine tool sppecifications defined
d
in thiis Standard coontain
all aspects of machine
m
tool configurations
c
s and elementts. To
desscribe the speecifications off machine tooll, standardisedd data
mo
odel has been developed baased on ISO 14649 part 201, and
tigh
htly connectedd to machinin
ng capability profile
p
data mo
odel.
The data moodels developed for manuffacturing resoources
sho
ould contain sufficient
s
info
ormation to support
s
an accurate
con
nstruction of m
manufacturing
g capability. These
T
machinne tool
heaalth parameteers and theirr testing prootocols have been
cov
vered comprehensively in ISO
I
230 seriees [17], ISO 10791
[18
8] and ASME
E B5.54 [19]]. Tests desiggned for asseessing
maachine tool’s aaccuracy ensu
ure that machhining resources are
on their healthy condition. Hoowever, there is no standard
d way
e
the capability
c
of machine
m
tools based on the above
to evaluate
testing protocolss.
3.2
2. Manufacturring resourcess constraints
Often in inddustry, speciffic constraints are imposeed on
maanufacturing resources by
b external factors succh as
maanagerial deciisions and new
n
standardss. For exampple, a
speecific CNC machine
m
mig
ght be allocaated to produ
uce a
speecific part aand not be used for othher parts, without
w
con
nsidering the fact that thee machine haas the capabillity to
pro
oduce other paarts. These prroduction poliicies are not always
a
con
nsidered whenn the process plans for a component
c
is being
gen
nerated.

Most of the information
i
reequired for m
machining capaability
devvelopment couuld be retrieved from machhining specificcation
schhema, which has
h been defin
ned in ISO 144649-201, exam
mples
incclude machinee size, tool lenngth and contrroller configurration.
Buut, other capability entitiees have to be developed for
asssessing mach
hining feasibiility of a prroduct. The UML
acttivity diagram
m of the tests required
r
for capturing
c
capaability
proofile of a CNC
C machine hass been depictedd in Fig. 2.
Proposed frramework fo
or developinng manufactturing
cappability profilee contains folllowing inform
mation:
• Tooling
T
capabiility: investigaate the capability of cutting
g tools
avaailable inside machine tool magazine. Thhe tool life off each
cuttting tools haas to be stored in tooling capability utiilising
sennsors or cuttinng tool estimattion algorithm
ms [20].
• Working
W
area capability: evvaluate the deegree of freedom to
moove along worrktables and axes.
a
The sizes of workpiecce and
woorktable have to
t be consideered before geenerating STE
EP-NC
codde.
• Axes
A
accuracy: check the acccuracy and reepeatability off X, Y
andd Z axes. Testting protocolss covered in IS
SO 230 seriess have
to be done on regular
r
basis so as to havee the most uppdated
a
The EXPRESS-G
G diagram forr axes
stattus of axes accuracy.
acccuracy has beeen shown in Fig.
F 3.
• Feed
F
drive caapability: asseess the feed drive capabillity to
perrform required
d tasks. An example
e
incluudes minimum
m and
maaximum feed rates,
r
which caan be delivereed by feed drivve.
• Spindle
S
drive capability: caaptures the sppindle capabillity to
maachine within the required tolerances.
t
Ann example inccludes
thee range of cutting speed mayy be deliveredd by a spindle unit.
• Overall
O
capab
bility: capabilities that chaange with maachine
typpes and moddels evaluated
d based on specific capaability
proofiles, such ass NC controlller, machine class and maachine
sizee.
Manufacturinng capability profiles
p
have to be updated
d on a
r
machinne tool
reggular basis so as to represeent the most recent
heaalth status. Manufacturing
M
g capability data points store
heaalth data for machine toool elements such
s
as workktable,
spindle and tooll indicating thheir individuaal performancee. For
g capability noot only showss the availabillity of
instance, tooling
b also stores tool
thee tool requiredd for machiniing features but
wear and tool life
l
informatiion inside maachining capaability
XPRESS-G diaagram for maachining capaability
datta points. EX
datta point has beeen depicted in
n Fig. 4.
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Fig. 2. UML
U
activity diaagram of manufaccturing capabilityy tests.

Fiig. 3. The EXPRE
ESS-G diagram of
o axes_accuracy..

Fig 4. The
T EXPRESS-G
G diagram of machhining_capabilityy_data_point.
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Developing accurate and
d comprehennsive cutting
g tool
dicctionary, whicch shows the number
n
of avvailable and healthy
too
ols inside thee machine to
ool’s magazinne, is essential for
evaaluating machhine tool capability. Proceess plans generated
witthout consideering tool ag
ge are not be
b able to deliver
d
req
quired qualityy during prod
duction. Tool change pred
diction
mo
odel has beenn mathematicaally formulateed [20], and online
o
too
ol wear monnitoring systeem has beenn fulfilled byy the
app
plication of seensors in macchine tools. Related Internaational
Staandard, ISO 144649-111 [21] has been useed for the com
mputer
inteerpretable reppresentation of
o milling cuttting tool dataa. ISO
146
649-111 has been integratted with deveeloped cuttingg tool
dicctionary for defining miilling tool specifications.
s
. The
EX
XPRESS-G reepresentation of data moodel developeed for
cuttting tool dictiionary has beeen graphed in Fig. 5.

Similarly, cuttting tools thaat are approprriate for machhining
speecific featuress are recommeended by the STEP-NC coode; in
acccordance with
h ISO 146449-111. However, there is no
connsideration off the availabillity and healthh of those reqquired
cuttting tools. Thus, man
nufacturing capability profile
p
inteerpreter developed for enssuring that a machine toool can
delliver the requeested tasks bassed on its actuual ability.
5.22. Validation of
o the prototyppe
The proposedd framework has been tested with a 3-axis
3
millling machinee for machiniing a pocket. Fig. 7. show
ws the
STEP-NC codess generated forr machining a rectangular closed
c
a
toleraances and millling tools.
poccket with its assigned

5. Manufacturi
M
ng capabilityy profiles development
5.1
1. Requiremennts excerpted from
f
STEP-NC
C
Emerging S
STEP-NC technologies enable
e
to define
d
maanufacturing features and
d their assoociated mach
hining
straategies, cuttiing tools annd tolerancess in a com
mputer
inteerpretable forrmat. Data reequired to asssess manufacturing
cap
pability has to be parseed from STE
EP-NC file, while
enssuring that maachining resources are on their healthy status
to deliver those requirementss. Fig. 6. highhlights inform
mation
s
definedd in ISO 146499-11.
exccerpted from a rectangular shape
If the NC conntroller has th
he ability to geenerate toolpaaths or
to make decisioon about the tool used, iit is the conttroller
O the
ressponsibility too meet these tolerance reqquirements. On
oth
her hand, dataa provided too the NC conntroller for ex
xplicit
speecification off movements will have noo tolerances as
a the
con
ntroller cannoot do more that try to follow the given
theeoretical valuees to the best of
o its abilities..

Fig. 5. The EXPRESS-G
E
diaagram of cutting_ttool_dictionary.

Fig. 6. The EX
XPRESS-G diagrram of tolerance__length_measure..

Fig. 7. A sam
mple STEP-NC co
ode for machiningg a closed pocket..

Capability annalysis of a 3-axis Bridgeeport machinne has
beeen done baseed on the teesting protocools retrieved from
maachine’s handbbook and ISO
O 230 series. A sample capaability
proofile has been
n generated fo
or a Bridgeporrt machine in order
to assess the req
quired tolerannces shown inn Fig. 7. based on
F
8. listedd the
acttual Bridgepoort machine abilities. Fig.
cappability attrib
butes dedicatted to the Bridgeport
B
m
milling
maachine.
s
in Brid
dgeport capabbility profile show
The values stored
thaat the machin
ne axes have enough accuuracy to mach
hine a
recctangular closeed pocket. Allso, cutting tool required fo
or this
taskk is availab
ble inside thhe Bridgeporrt magazine. The
exttended versioon of capabillity profile innterpreter conntains
moore machine heealth parameters such as feed drive capaability,
spindle drive capability andd working area capabilityy. The
me machining procedure haas been taken to drill a holee as its
sam
shoown in Fig. 9.
According to machining caapability profiile presented in Fig.
8., the Bridgepoort machine iss not capable of drilling thee hole
nces. The reasons
r
for those
witthin the deffined toleran
inccompatibilitiess within thee STEP-NC codes have been
higghlighted. Thee machine axees are not suffficiently accurrate to
adhhere to the desired
d
geomeetrical tolerannces. Additioonally,
theere are no apppropriate drillling tools to finish this feeature.
Woorking area of
o Bridgeport machine is not big enouugh to
hanndle machininng operations either.
e
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outlinned in this paaper may be integrated
i
witthin a machin
ning
capabbility interpretter for further exploitation of
o the approacch.
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